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by showing us that all our knowledge, all the wisdom of
the Scribes and Pharisees, all that is set down in books
and in the law, all in the name of which^we instruct and
govern mankind, is not worth in foresight and motive
power the action of a few humble workers who simply
lived, laboured and suffered with no other teaching than
is derived from manual labour, the thought of our daily
bread and an unshakable faith in the advent of justice/ *
There you have the whole of Gide, visionary, evangelist,
coining in spirit instinctively close to obscure English
weavers and humble fishermen of the Lake of Tiberias,
themselves the first listeners to words which, two thousand
years later, would still move the hearts of men. As to
"wise and intelligent men," to "the learned" and the
Scribes, what disdain for their arrogance, and how he
could make them feel it!
Is it to be wondered that they did not forgive him?
Besides, could they not have retorted that in the world
of to-day—as against his imponderables—the heavy
guns of might and vested interests have not yet been
withdrawn from the field? And Gide, in one of those
changes to clear-sighted pessimism which ever mingled
with his visions of the future, would doubtless have
admitted they were right.
In the economic life of to-day, too, he wanted to find
a soul. He did not resign himself to see it merely as a
play of material interests.
tFnder the gravity of his mature and declining years,
the living memory of childhood's impressions was never
effaced. Deep in Ms heart he bore, throughout his career,
together with a homesickness for the landscape of the
Languedoc—its rocky highlands bathed in sunlight—
the ideal, fostered by the associations of his Protestant
home in the C^vennes, of what social life ought to be:
free harmony founded upon voluntary discipline. Always
by this did he measure the value of men and events.
He had a ^strong aversion for social philosophies which
make a principle of class warfare, for Darwinian survival
rf the fittest* for the martial antagonism of nationalism.

